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Institutions matter for progress in all areas of development



Focus on policy effectiveness – three WDRs

How can policymakers make fuller use of behavioral, technological, and 

institutional instruments to improve policy effectiveness?
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Main messages of WDR on Governance and the Law

➢ For policies to be effective, institutions need to enable 

cooperation, coordination and commitment. 

➢ Various manifestation of power imbalance (exclusion, capture 

unconstrained power, highly fragmented power) impedes 

cooperation, coordination and commitment. 

➢ The agency of elites, citizens and international actors can expand 

the set of implementable policies by making the policy arena 

more contestable, shaping the preferences of policy bargaining 

actors, and enhancing their incentives for pursuing reforms. 
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Drivers of policy effectiveness

• Credible commitment

• Coordination

• Cooperation
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Credible commitment through checks and balance
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• Need to reduce incentive to 
renege on promises due to 
changing circumstances, 
political cycle, hold-up 
behavior

• Imperfect commitment 
mechanisms: laws, judicial and 
legislative oversight, citizen 
accountability, third party



Election: popular but imperfect commitment mechanism
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Source: WDR 2017 team based on Polity 
IV (number of democracies) and Bishop 
and Hoeffler 2014 (free and fair 
elections).

Source: WDR 2017 team based on IDEA 
Voter Turnout Database 2016. The line 
refers to average voter turnout using 
locally weighted smoothing, while the 
bars indicate absolute number of 
elections in a given year. Voter turnout 
is based on the percentage of the 
voting-age population.
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Global diffusion of rights to information



Political competition increases likelihood of FoI passage
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Figure. Political competition increases likelihood of FOI passage 

 
Black line shows simulation of predicted probability of FOI passage for a 

hypothetical country. Dashed lines are 90% confidence interval.  Source: 

Berliner and Erlich (2015) 

 

 



Cooperation
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• Need to prevent opportunistic behavior such as 
tax evasion, regulatory non-compliance, 
corruption

• Strengthening monitoring and enforcement
• Induce quasi-voluntary compliance with law 

through building trust and legitimacy
(substantive legitimacy and procedural justice)



Coordination
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• Need to coordinate complementary actions of multiple 
actors

• Common knowledge of everybody’s action
• Cabinet coordination
• Coordinating through party and bureaucracy



When power imbalance gets in the way

• Exclusion can lead to violence and non-compliance

• Capture distorts policies

• Unconstrained power cannot credibly commit

• Highly fragmented power fails to coordinate
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Entry points for change

• Incentives

• Preferences

• Contestability
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Changing incentives
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Curbing corruption and reducing violence in Guatemala: The International Commission 
against Impunity (CICIG), changed society’s perception about its capacity to hold powerful 
actors accountable and prevented the escalation of political instability in Guatemala



Reshaping preferences
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Addiopizzo and the business community in Italy: a grassroots movement in Sicily to end 
extortion by promoting patronage of those businesses who displayed a sticker that they 
were not willing to pay the mafia (“I pay those who don’t pay”) shifted expectations and 

created a new dynamic in the business community.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiC3MqcuarNAhWBNSYKHcEGDRQQjRwIBw&url=http://www.famigliacristiana.it/articolo/pago-chi-non-paga-la-app-anti-racket-di-addiopizzo.aspx&psig=AFQjCNF8f3j90dfuASfk6I2TwnC52UTIsw&ust=1466094350721541


Enhancing contestability
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De facto enfranchisement and public spending in Brazil: an electronic ballot in Brazil made 
it much easier for those with little or no education to cast their vote than the paper ballot-

‘de facto’ enfranchising more than 10 percent of the Brazilian electorate –ultimately 
affecting spending in public health care.



Enhancing contestability
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Sources: WDR 2017 team based on Polity IV data, Norris and Dahlerup 2015, and gender quota 
project http://www.quotaproject.org. 
Note: The figure does not include voluntary party quotas (adopted in 32 countries) as the adoption 
year varies across parties in a given country.

Growing political representation of women around the world and the policy impact

http://www.quotaproject.org/


International actors

Building coalition for change

Citizens

Elites

Policy

Arena



Elites may choose to constrain their own power

➢To strengthen their authority in the long term
• Broaden coalition to improve stability when the potential for 

conflict rises

• Strengthen accountability to citizens in response to mounting 

social pressures

➢To provide insurance against a future loss of power

• Introduce rules to bind potential successors

• Increases with the likelihood that the incumbent will be 

replaced (i.e. level of competition, relative power of opposition 

party)
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Multiple mechanisms of citizen collective action
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International influences

➢ The world has become far more globalized: flow of capital, trade, 
ideas, technology, and people

➢ Transnational rules

▪ Enhance cooperation for global goods - such as preventing 
races to the bottom 

▪ Induce commitment to domestic reform through incentives—
such as trade and regional integration

▪ Serve as focal points to improve coordination by changing ideas 
and diffusing norms – such as human rights 

➢ Aid can strengthen or weaken local coalitions for reform
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Part 1:

Rethinking 

Governance and the Law
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Security
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Roadmap to the Report
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What does the Report mean for action?

DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVE

Why?

Drivers of

effectiveness

• Commitment

• Coordination

• Cooperation

How?

Levers of

change

• Incentives

• Preferences

• Contestability

What?

Policy

Intervention

• Reform 
mechanism

Who?

Drivers of 
change

• Elites

• Citizens

• International

The Policy Effectiveness Chain

Successful reforms are not just about “best practice.” They require adopting and adjusting 
institutional forms in ways that solve the specific commitment, coordination, and 

cooperation problems. The operationalization phase of the Report will bring these insights 
to development programming in an effort to move beyond policy prescriptions.

Step 1

Define the 
development 

objective 

Step 2

Identify the 
underlying 
functional 
problem

Step 3

Identify the 
relevant entry 

point(s) for 
reform

Step 4

Identify the 
best mechanism
for intervention

Step 5

Identify key 
stakeholders 

needed to build
a coalition for 

implementation




